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Perturbations of (-A) m’* in L’(Rk), for k> 1 and suitable m, by distributions Y 
for which P(k) = O(l kl”), where CI = (m + 1 - e)/2 - k, 0 < F < m + 1 - 2k, are 
shown to correspond to self-adjoint operators H,,, in such a way that H, depends 
continuously on V, and agrees with H + V when V is sufficiently regular. These 
results extend joint work with Irving E. Segal [J. Functional Analysis 38 (1980), 
71-981, in which perturbations of (-id/dx)” by distributions V with bounded 
Fourier transforms in L *(R ‘) were considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results obtained in [4] (hereafter 
referred to as I) to more singular perturbations of H, = (-id/dx)” in L ‘(R I), 
as well as to higher-dimensional spaces. The method developed in I made use 
of the time-ordered exponential series for the interaction Hamiltonian H,(t) = 
e ifHoVe-i’HO, which was found to converge in the uniform operator topology 
to a unitary propagator u(t, s), for V belonging to a certain class of 
distributions in R’. More precisely, we proved that if &’ = 
{ VE g(R’)’ 1 FE L”(R’) and f(--u) = m}, then there exists a self- 
adjoint operator H, that agrees with H, + V in the usual sense when V is 
sufficiently regular, and is in a suitable sense a continuous function from 
V E @’ to unbounded self-adjoint operators on L’(R ‘). 
Using similar techniques, but necessarily more delicate estimates than 
those in I, we prove that as m increases, increasingly singular perturbations 
of H, yield self-adjoint operators via convergent time-ordered exponential 
series. If we set 
&= (VEcqR’)‘I v ^ is measurable, bounded on bounded intervals, 
P(-u)=m, and @)=O(lkl”) as k+ co}, 
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where Q(R l)’ denotes the set of distributions in R ‘, then we prove in 
Section 2 that to each V E Ga, (x = (m - (1 + s))/2, 0 < E < m - 1, there 
corresponds a self-adjoint operator H, which coincides with (-id/dx)” + V 
when V is sufficiently regular. Moreover, we show that if V,,, P’E an, and 
pn(u) + P(U) uniformly in R ‘, then Hvti + H, in the sense that eifH1 II+ e”“’ 
in the uniform operator topology, for all t E R ‘. In addition, if p,,(u) -+ pi(~) 
pointwise a.e. in R ‘, and there exists a constant M independent of n such 
that 1 p,,(n)1 < M(l + 1 u I*), then Hvn + H, in the sense that their 
corresponding groups converge in the strong operator topology. 
In Section 3, we consider the analogous problem in L*(R”). In this case, 
we find that if VE &‘(m-ti-t)‘2)-n (R”), where 0 < E < m + 1 - 2n, then to 
each VE c%((~~‘~~)‘~)-” there corresponds a self-adjoint operator H, that 
agrees with (-A)m’2 + V for V regular. H, is a continuous function of V in 
the manner described above. 
Although some of our results, for example, for m even and @(k) = O(1) as 
1 k I+ co, may be obtained using form methods, for odd m these techniques 
are no longer applicable. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notation and methods used 
in I. In general, we provide definitions only when they differ from those in I. 
2. SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS IN L*(R’) 
Our first result involves the integral operator obtained formally by Fourier 
transformation from Jb e+isHoVe-iSHods. 
THEOREM 2.1. The integral operator with kernel 
K,(x, Y) = 
eifcxm-ym) _ 1 
i(x” -Y”> 
@x -Y>, 
where V E @‘+(‘+‘), with m>2 and O<e<m- 1, is a bounded self- 
adjoint operator on L2(R’). 
ProoJ: We assume, without loss of generality, that t = 1, and consider 
the kernel 
K,(x,y)= e 
i(xm-99 _ 1 
xm -ym 
lx - ylm-(l+c’. 
In light of I, Lemma 2.1, due to Schur, it suffices to show that 
i xI~,(x,y)J~l~“2dy~c~x~-“2, 
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for a.e. x E R ‘. We first assume that x > 1, and divide (0, co) into (0, x - l), 
(x - 1,x + 1) and (x + 1, m). On (x - 1,x + l), K,(x,y) < 1, so we have 
jt’: ZC,(~,y)y-l’~ dy < 2[(x + 1)“’ - (x - 1)“2] < cx-“‘, for suitable 
constant c. 
On (0,x- l), 
2y-(l+r) 2x-’ 
Kl(X,Y)G (X-y)(xm-l + ... +ym-l) ‘<xv* 
Hence 
for x-’ ln((fi+ m)/(fi-- m)) is bounded for x > 1. 
ForyE[x+l,co),wehave 
2Y m-(l+r) 
K,(X>Y) < (y-x)(x-l + a’* +yy 
< 2YP’ < 2x-’ 
Y-X ‘y-x’ 
Therefore 
1 
co 
I 
a; 
-l/2 
K,(x, y)~-“~ dy < 2x-’ 4’dy 
x+1 x+1 y-x 
= 2x-F-1l2 ln 
L$+li) 
< c”x - ‘12, 
as above. 
Next, we consider x E (0, 11. In this case, K,(x, y) is bounded for 
yE(O,x+ I), so 
i 
X+1 
K,(x, y) Y-“~ dy < c(x + 1)“2 < ~x-I’~. 
0 
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For y E (x + 1, a~), we note that 
(Y -xY-“+r) (y - x)” --‘(y - x>y 
(y-x)(xm-l + . . . +ym-l) = Xm-1 + . . . +ympl 
m-2 
< 1 y”-?i(ypx)’ Gu’ 
Thus 
For the integral J”“_, K,(x, y)I y 1 -I” dy, we make a change of variables, 
which leads us to consideration of the kernel 
k&Y)’ e 
iW-P) -1 
xm -ym 
Ix +yy-“+c’, Y E (0, m>, 
in the event that m is even, which we assume for the present. In this case, we 
break up (0, co) as follows: on the interval (0, x - X-“‘+‘I +‘)) (again 
assuming x > l), 
m-‘l+c) 
Kl(X,Y)G (x-y)(x~-’ + ... +ym-I) 4%. 
Hence 
1 
x--x-m+,l+r’ 
Z?,(x,y)y-“’ dy < cx-t-“21n 
$+ \/X...-x-m+(J+~l 0 fi- \/X-x-m+‘I+f’ 
for xp’ln((fi+ ~x-x~~“‘+~~)/($-- ~x-x~~~“~~‘) is bounded for 
x> 1. 
On the bounded interval (x - x~~+“‘~), x + xpm+““)), Z?,(x,y) < 
cx”-” “). Therefore 
.r XfX-m+,l+t) &@,Y)Y-“* dv X--x~m+,,+r) 
= CXm-(l+c) 
[ 
2x-m+'l+~l 
(x+x- m+(l+tt)l/Z + (X~X-mt(l+~~)1/2 1 
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--t 
K,(x,y)<X-. 
Y--x 
Thus, we have that 
.* 
I ~,(x,Y)Y-1’2 dy x+x-m+ll+r, 
.cc Y 
-112 
< cx-’ 
I - dY .y+x-m+cl+r, y -x 
= cx 
-c-‘/2 In 
X+X-m+(l+6) +fi 
($ x+x J) 
-m+(l+t) _ x 
In the event that x E [0, 11, we make the same estimate as that above for 
yE (0,x+ 1); for yE (x+ 1, co), we have 
Qx y) < 2(x + y)m-‘l+E) 2c(x + y)-’ 2c 
3 \ (y-x)yrn-’ s (y-x) sy-x* 
As we have shown above, 
I 
co 
R*(x, y) y-“2 dy < c 
I 
m y-‘/2 
-ddy 
.X+1 x+1 Y--x 
= cx - qn &TT+fi 
(m-6) sFx-1’2 
for xE [0, 11. 
We have now shown that for x > 0, and m even, 
rm 
J 
K,(x,y)lyl-“2dy<cx-1’2. (2.1) 
-cc 
In order to prove (2.1) for x < 0, we simply replace x by -x, and apply the 
entire argument above. Hence it remains only to consider the case of odd m. 
The proof that Ir K,(x, y) y-l’* dy < CX-“~ for x > 0 is identical to that for 
m even. However, for y E (-co, 0), we are led to consideration of the kernel 
%X,Y)= e 
iw+m _ 1 
xm+ym 
Ix + yl-(‘+y for yE (0, co). 
In this case, we shall see that the value E = 0 is also permissible. 
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Forx> 1, and O<E<m- 1, we have 
and 
i 
x+1 I: 
K,(x,y)y-“2 dy < cx-“2. 
x-1 
If xE [0, I], Jhe kernel is bounded for y E (0, x + I), and for 
YE (x + 1, co), K,(x,y) < c/v, so that the corresponding integral is 
<c(x + 1) - “2. Similar arguments will yield the case x ( 0, and the theorem 
is proved. 
We denote the bounded integral operator of Theorem 2.1 by K,,,,t, for 
t > 0. We then have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For E > 0, (IIY,,,,~(( < M(t(“m, where A4 is a constant 
independent of t. 
Proof. Setting 24 = t’lm x, v = t’l”y, we have, for f E L*(R’), 
I~,.,,,f(x)l< JR, / “*::;;, ’ j lx -YI*-(~+~) If( dy 
i(um-cm) 
= tl-(llm) e -1 
Urn - Urn 
X ) f(v/t “m)J du 
= t”“~1,,,,df(vlt”“))(u), 
from which the result follows easily. 
We now recall I, Definition 3.1: For t > 0, let K,,,,l denote the operator 
with kernel 
K,,,k X,Y> = 
eit(xm-Ym) _ 1 
i(x” _ y”) % -Yh 
where 
P(k) = O(lkl)*-(‘+E), 
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K,,,(t, x, y) = 1: JR, eiu(xm-zm) P(x-z)K,&&4,z,y)dzdu; 
1.9 K,,,f denote the integral operator with kernel -K,,,(t, x, y); we will 
suppress the E and t when no confusion can arise. K, is defined as in I, 
Definition 3.2: 
K,(X,Y, z> = e 
ifw-ym) _ 1 
i(x” -Y”) 
F(z -Y>, 
and for n > 2, 
K,(X, y, 2) = 1: i,, eiu(xm-wm) f(z - w) K, - I(u, w, y) dw du. 
In addition, we set 
&(x,Y)= IK,(x,y)l, 
and for n > 2. 
@x-z) K,_,(u, z, y) du dz. 
The convergence of the above integrals is not immediate; in the next 
theorem we show that the integrals do indeed converge absolutely, and define 
bounded integral operators on L*(R ‘); this is the analogue of I, Theorem 3.4. 
THE.OREM 2.3. The operators K,-,,[ are bounded in L*(R ‘) for all n > 1, 
(m - I)/2 ( E <m - 1, and t E R’ (that is, for VE G?‘m-(1+q)“2, where 
0 < q < m - 1). More precisely, the following hold: if a = (m - (1 + 17))/2, 
then 
(i) JR1 Il?,(x,y, z>lI yl-‘I* dy< const()xl” + lzla + l)lxlp”*, 
(ii) s,, / yla zn(x,y) dy < const(lxla + 1) and similarly for I?,*, where 
I?/,* denotes the adjoint of I?‘,, and J,,l yl” x,(x, y, z) dy < const(lxl” + 
/zI” + l), and 
(iii) JR1 K’,(x, y)l yl-“* dy < const [xl-“‘, and similarly for I?‘,* ; the 
bounds in (i)-(iii) are uniform for It I bounded. 
Also, for n > 2, 
(iv) K,(x,y)=K,K,-,(x,Y)--~, [p(x-z)/i(xm-P)] 
x [K,_,(x,Y,z)--K,~,(z,y)l dz, 
.cRO’49/? 1 
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and 
(v) for n> 1 (and K,=I), K,(x,y)=Cj”,, (-1y-l KTKnmj(x,y). 
Before proving Theorem 2.3, we state the following elementary lemma; its 
proof is contained in that of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let a = (m - (1 + 17))/2, for fixed 9 E (0, m - 11, and let 
J=[x-l,x+1]U[-x-x~“,-x+x~“],wherex>1.Then 
! 
(IX12a + JZ/2a)(ZI-“* 
IXrn - Zrnl 
dz < const lxl-1’2 
-R’L 
Proof (of Theorem 2.3). Without loss of generality, 
f(k) = k”, where a = (m - (1 + r,7))/2, for fixed, 
q E (0, m - 11; the result for general V follows from the 
M(lkl” + 1) for VE au. We begin the inductive proof 
(it(iii) hold for n = 1. 
To prove (i), consider 
we assume that 
but arbitrary 
fact that I p(k)1 < 
by verifying that 
! l%d’, z)II YIP”* dY R’ 
<c 
eif(xm-m _ 1 
Xm -y” l~l-"~dy 
m m 
+ ,,lyla elf:m-~;;l llyl-"'dy). 
J I 
The first integral is bounded by const 1x1 -1’2, which follows from 
Theorem 2.1, and the latter integral is bounded by (for x > 1 and 
.T= [x-1,x+ l]U [-x- 1,-x+ 11) 
const [xl0 1 
j 
ei’~~-~~; ’ / IY/-“~ dy 
itW-ym) _ 1 
+ jR,JYla le Xm-ym llYl-1’2dY. 
As each of these integrals is bounded by const 1x1 -‘I* (using Lemma 2.4 for 
the latter), (i) follows for x > 1. In the event x E [0, 11, we integrate over 
J’ = [0, x + 1 ] U [-x - 1, 0] and its complement, and obtain similar bounds. 
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In order to prove (ii) for n = 1, we note that for x > 1, 
It is easy to see that 
dy< co. 
Moreover, in the event that m is even, it suffices to note that 
i 
x--x-a X2= X 
0 (X-y)(Xm-~ + ,.. +ym-l) dvSxx-’ In< 5 t 1 
which is bounded for x > 1, and 
la 
.x4,. (y-x)(xm-T+ .*a +y+‘) dy I 
i 
1 
s .I,-.. (y-x)y’ dy 
.m 
! 
I = du 
x-a u(u + xy 
.‘x 
=J 
1 
x-~ u(u + X)t-wZ(a+ 1)) (u + X)w2(a+ I)) du 
1 .oo 
s Xt-k/2b+l)) I x-cl 24 
here we have used the fact that E - (e/2(a + 1)) > 0. If m is odd, it suffices 
to note that (I/(x”’ + y”)) S (l/J.9 -y”]), and use the same as above. For 
x E [0, 11, we integrate over J’ and its complement. 
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Now 
We integrate overJ”= [~--x~~,x+x~~]U [--x-x~~,-x+x-~] and its 
complement, for x > 1. For the second integral, we obtain as a bound 
lY12a 
q I~12u~Y+~!]r,~,,,x”~Y”l~Y. .J” 
As seen in the previous paragraph, this is bounded by const (1x1” + 1). 
For the first integral, we have 
The latter term is bounded by 
coWzla 
c 
+ JxIx-., (y - x)(xm-.I’: . . . +y+‘) dy . 1 
As each of these integrals is bounded uniformly in x > 1, the result follows 
for x > 1. When x E [0, 11, we integrate over J’ and its complement. 
Since g: = f,, (ii) follows immediately. Also, (iii) is a special case of 
Theorem 2.1, since K, is self-adjoint. 
We now assume that (i)-(iii) hold for k < n - 1, and refer the reader to 
the proof of I, Theorem 3.4 for the proofs of (iv) and (v); the use of Fubini’s 
theorem there is justified in this case because of inductive hypothesis (ii). 
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Now, we consider (for x > 1 and J as in Lemma 2.4) 
I .c II 
t 
< e 
iu(xm-wm)(Z _ w)a K,-,( 
24, w,y) dz4 dw / y’-“* dy 
R’ R’ 0 
+ ’ - ’ z wn 
G ?lr’ usy!yt] lI* L(u, w,Y)‘y’-“* dydw (Iz’” + /xIrn + 1) 
+c 
x(y’-%wdy; 
for the last inequality, we have used (iv). 
The first of the latter two integrals is bounded by const(]z]” + l), using 
(iii) and Lemma 2.4. The second is bounded by 
const (IZI” + Iwl”) 
IXm - Wm 1 
(‘xl” + ‘Wla + 1)‘w’-“2dw, 
by hypotheses (i) and (iii). We now apply Lemma 2.4 to obtain (i) for k = n, 
and x > 1. In the event x E [0, 11, we integrate over .I’ and its complement, 
as above. 
To prove that (ii) holds for k = n, note that for w E J, JJ Ix -z la dz < 
const. Then 
< e i”(xm-zm)‘X-Z’“‘y”LK,~,(u,z,y)du dzdy 
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x IK,-,(t, GYI dz dy 
+c J ! R’ . R’\J 
-K,-I(& z,Y)I dz dy 
< const(lxla + l), 
by inductive hypothesis (ii) and the proof for n = 1. Similarly, we see that 
(ii) holds for g,,(x, y, z), and the result for K,* follows from (v) and inductive 
hypothesis (ii). 
The proof of (iii) for k = n follows in a similar vein: 
~R’~,(x,y)lyl-“2d~~cIfl ,~~~~,J,)~,~n-,(1(,z:y)lyl-“‘dydz 
+ jRi jyQ x,z)~“-,(t,z,Y)dzIJll~“‘dy 
+.I ! “;‘::‘y ‘K,..,(t,x,y,z) R’-R’\J x 
-K,~,(t,z,y)ldzIyl~“‘dy; 
again we have used (iv). We apply inductive hypothesis (iii) and Lemma 2.4, 
and the result follows. 
The next lemma will provide the key to the convergence of the time- 
ordered exponential series Cr=, K,. We first introduce the following 
notation: 
Let R,(t) = inf{c > OIJR, R,(t, x,y)J ~1~“~ dy < cIx[-I”}. Define 
m%Y) = 
pxm-m _ 1 
Xm 
-Yrn 
, and for n > 2, 
I?;(x, y) = jR, jj~e’“~xm-‘m’K,&, z, y) du(dz; 
let 
R:(t) = inf c > 0 
1 
<c’x’-“2 
I 
I j g:@, x, Y)’ Y I - “’ dy Rl 
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THEOREM 2.5. There exist constants C, L and M, independent of n, and 
t in bounded intervals, such that 
g”(t) < L”-2(c ,,s~~tl m4 + M ,;y,, ma 
ProoJ First, assume x > 1. Then 
J 
. I 
R’ K,(x,y)l Y,-“~ dy 
GA ! I R' R' /I 
t 
eiu(xm-Zm’(x-z)‘2K,_I(~,~,y)d~ dz(y,-“2dy 
0 
I I 11 
I 
= e i”(xm-=m)(~-~)nK,_l(~,z,y)du dz(y(-“‘dy 
RIJ 0 
+” 
ri 11 
I 
e i”(xm-Zm)(x-z)aK,-l(u,z,y)du dz,y,-“‘dy 
R' R\J 0 
<c'Jt( syjJt, x"-,(U)IX,-"2 +f,(t)&-,(t)lxl-"2 
‘X-z’n ,En-,(t,x,y,z)-K,-&,z,y),dz,y,-“’dy, 
for the first integral is bounded by 
Also, we have used (iv) of Theorem 2.3. Now 
1 Ij 
t 
< e i”(xm-wm)(~ - w)” Knw2(u, w,y) du dw 
<~~,[L-Iv,~ I~~eiY1”.-““‘K.,(u.w,y)dul dw 
+FjR, Iz-xla ljdeiU’xm~Wm’Kn~2(u, w,y)du) dw 
< qB,-,(x,y) + ,z -X,“R:-,(-%Y)}. 
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Thus 
! i’ ‘X-z’n (K,_,(t,x,L’,Z)-K,~‘(t,z,y)(dz~y~-”2dy R’ RI\ lxm -zy 
~Mi~,_,(t)+~:,_,(t)))xJ-“*, 
where 
M= max sup 
I 1 
(x-2(* (X-ZIZff 
f(l\J (XM - Zrnl dz.s~P”/,b,.p_zm, Lfz, 
inf c 
i II Ix--Y IZIY dz<c(x,_,,2 ; Rl\J IX” -zm] ’ 11 
thus we have shown that 
where C = 5 / t[ + Kl(t) + M. Similarly, we have 
- K-,(t, w)l dz I Yl-I’* 4, 
wheref= [x- 1,x-t l]U [-x- 1,-x+ 11. The latter term is bounded by 
where 
+ Iz --Xy ~;_,(x,Y> + &-‘(Z,Y)} dz / yl-I’* dy 
a?(~‘,_&) +~~_,(t))JxJ-I’*, 
h? = max (sup 
i 
1 
R’V(Xm-Zm( 
inf c 
i II' R d""" 1 - m ZrnI 
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Thus we obtain 
We now let C signify the maximum of the constants preceding 
supue ,o,rl z,_i(u) in the estimates (2.2) and (2.3), and let M signify the 
maximum of the constants preceding I?:-,(t) in (2.2) and (2.3). Then we 
have shown that 
By induction, we obtain 
Setting L = C + M, we obtain the desired result, provided x > 1. 
In the event x E [0, 1 J, we break up the integrals defining ~,(x,JJ) into 
J’ = 10, x + l] U [-x - 1, 0] and R r\J’. We easily obtain estimates imilar 
to those in the case x > 1 on J’; on its complement, he above arguments 
apply verbatim. When x < 0, we simply change variables and proceed as 
above? using Lemma 2.4. 
Next, we prove the analogue of I, Lemma 3.9. 
LEMMA 2.6. For aN n > 1, t > 0 and s, x, and y E R ‘, 
K&t, x,y) = (t-yn-l t”qJs, PX, tl’“y), 
where 
is(xm-ym) 
K; ,*(s, x> Y) = e 
i(.P -Y”> 
P 
and for n 2 2, 
%(u,x,Y) =j;jR, eis(xm-zm)~ (G) K;p,,,(s, z,y) dz ds. 
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Proof: For n = 1, K,(st, x, y) = fK;,,(s, t ‘lmx, t ““y). Assuming the result 
holds for k < n - 1, we see that by a change of variables and the inductive 
hypothesis, 
K,@t, x, .Y> 
.Sf 
=I J ei”(xm-zm) P(x - z) K,- ,(u, z, y) du dz R 0 
.s 
= t‘ e’ 
I ! 
‘ut(xm-zm)~(~ - z) K,- ,(ut, z,y) du dz 
-R-O 
= tn(t-llm)n-2 . -' 
J! 
ef~‘(xm-zm)V(X - Z) KA- ,,,(u, tlimz, t”“y) dU dz 
R 0 
= p(l- Ilm)n- 1 . 
J I 
.’ eiu((rl’“x)m-(r)m) ftx _ z/tl/m) 
R’ 0 
x K,_&, z, t”“.~) du dz 
= t”(~-‘lm)n-l K’ (s It,* 3 tllmX 3 tllmy) 
As is easily seen by induction (here we assume that P(k) = k”; for general 
V, see the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.3), 
&(S) ,< (t - “yan K,(s) 
= [(t-m+ 1 +t)/2”0nK,(s), 
where I?;,, and I?;,((s) have definitions analogous to those of K, and Z?Js); 
in particular, 
By Theorem 2.5, 
and so 
I IK,(t,x,~)ll~l-“~d~ R’ 
1 
. = tn(t-llm)n-l 1 K;,,(l, t”m~, t”“y)l I yI - I” dy 
R’ 
< t”(t-“y” zQ,(l)lxl-1” 
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< tn(t-l/my t((-mtl+f)/2m)ndn(l)~~~-l/2 
~fIl/2+~~-ltr~12m~ln~~(~)~~~-~/2 
< (t((m-ltfWm) n ) L”-2 * K (x(-1/2, 
where K=CsuP,,l,,,l~,(u)+MsuP,.I,,,l~:(u). Note that since 
0 < & < m - 1, (m - 1 + &)/(2rn) > 0. 
We summarize these results in the following 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For t > 0, 
K,(t) G (t 
Cm-ltr)/2m)n~n-2~, 
where K and L are constants independent of n and t. 
We now refer to I, Propositions 3.1 l-3.14, which serve in this case, as 
well, to extend Proposition 2.7 to t E R i. We then conclude, as in I, 
Theorem 3.14, that t -+ K,,, is a continuous function from t E R i into the set 
of bounded linear operators on L 2(R ‘), and that 
We now have 
IIK”,Al G (ItI (m-1tC)/2m)nLn-2Ka 
THEOREM 2.8. For all t E R ‘, y, = (m - 1 + &)/2m, 0 < E ( m - 1, and 
ItlYE < (l/L), th e series C,“=I (-i)“K,,, converges in the uniform operator 
topology to an integral operator U,,, with kernel K(t, x, y) = ,YJ,“= 1 K,(t, x, y). 
The series defining K converges absolutely for x, y E R ‘, and 
Although we have considered UK,, as a function of only one time variable 
t, it is easily seen that the entire development remains valid if 0 is replaced 
by s E R ’ as the lower limit of integration in the time-ordered operators. We 
then see that UK,,,, + I U,,, is a unitary propagator in the classical sense 
(I, Theorem 3.19), and from it obtain a strongly continuous unitary group 
{U,}, defined by 
U-, = e-itHOF-‘U,,OF, 
where H, = (-id/dx)“’ and F is the L*-Fourier transform. Therefore, 
corresponding to a given distribution VE &, where a = (m - (1 + s))/2, 
we obtain a unique self-adjoint operator H, by applying Stone’s theorem to 
(U,}. We next show that H, is, in a suitable sense, a continuous function of 
V. 
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Let I’,,, VE 6”. We write I’, 2 V if pin(k) -+ p(k) uniformly on R ‘. For 
self-adjoint operators H,, H, H, 3 H will mean that for each t E R ‘, 
e itH, itH in the uniform operator topology. Also, for V V E aa, we write 
V, $Geif there exists a constant M, independent of n,‘kch that 1 p,,(k)1 < 
M( 1 + 1 k I”) for all k E R ‘, and p,(k) + p(k) pointwise a.e. in R ‘. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 2.9. If V, % V in Gja, then H,x 3 H,. 
Proof. We first note that IIKn,v,il < const Lnm2(ty~)“, where the constants 
are independent of k; this is easily seen by induction. Thus, as in the proof of 
I, Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that for each n > 1, 
and (2.5) 
< c”,(l + Ixla + ~Zla)lXq2, 
where C, + 0 as k + 03, c, + 0 as k -+ co, and C, and c, are independent of 
x, and independent of s in bounded intervals. 
For n = 1, the first integral in (2.5) is dominated by 
6’ 
J I 
eis(xm-y9 _ 1 
Iyl~“‘dy~GK~(s)lxl-“2, 
R’ xm-ym 
for k sufficiently large and independent of x, and similarly for the latter 
integral. Now, assume that the limits in (2.5) exist for K,- ,,Vk and K,- ,,,,k. 
Then 
I - 1’2 dy 1 
-R’ 
IK,& x3 Y)I - K,,,vb x3 ~11 I Y 
(Qx - z) - P(x - - 2)) I_I e iuw-:“‘K n-,.&,z,y)dudz 
-0 
+ ,R, P,(x-z)j:e i”(xm-zm’[K,~,,Y,(~,~,y) 
-K n-I,&, GY)] du dz I y(-“2 dy 
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x l~,-,,Yk(S’Z,Y)--K,~,,~(S,Z,Y)l l l~“*fwz 
f‘ 
J R’\J 
M (l +‘x--z’“) lK,-l,yk(s x y,z)-K ( IXm-ZmJ -JR1 ’ ’ n l.YS~X, ,z y )I 
where J is the interval described in the proof of Theorem 2.3 (for x > 1; for 
x E [0, 11, replace J by J’). 
It now follows from the inductive hypotheses that 
where Ck -+ 0 independent of x, and s in bounded intervals. 
To prove the analogous result for En,V,Jx, y, w), we use precisely the same 
estimates except that c’,(w - z) replaces V,(x - z), and we obtain the second 
part of (2.5). 
THEOREM 2.10. If Vk : V in Qa, then HYk + H,. 
Proqf For fE L*(R ‘), 
* (i -R’ /K,,&Y) -K,,,&~)ll yl-“* dy dx. 1 
Hence it is sufficient to show that there exists a constant M, independent 
of x and k, such that 
(2.6) 
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for a.e. x E R I. 
Also, as in the previous proof, we need the following: 
i R’ 
I~,,.,(X,Y> z)- K,Y(X~Y~ z)lI Yl-‘!* dY 
<M(l + lXla + Jz14)IxIP1’2, (2.7) 
and 
for a.e. x, z E R I, 
Now (2.6) and (2.7) clearly hold for n = 1; assuming they hold for 
k < n - 1, and breaking up the integrals as in the previous proof, we see that 
the corresponding results for Kn,Yk and En,yx follow easily by dominated 
convergence and the inductive hypotheses, 
3. SINGULARPERTURBATIONSIN Rk 
Various methods are known for the determination of 4 + c6 as a self- 
adjoint operator on L2(Rk), k = 1, 2, 3 (for example, cf. [ 1-3, 51). Using the 
results of the previous section, we obtain self-adjoint operators corresponding 
to suitable perturbations of powers of (-d)“’ in L2(Rk). In this section, we 
replace H, by (-d)m’2, m > 2. The operators K, are then defined exactly as 
in the previous section, and we have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.1. The operators K, are bounded in L2(R k), for 
V E ~‘((m+‘-f)‘2)-k (Rk), provided 0 < E f m + 1 - 2k. 
Proof: The proof follows from that of Theorem 2.3 after a change of 
variables, and the observation that I, Lemma 2.1, is valid in L2(Rk), k > 1. 
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For n = 1, we have (setting a = (m + 1 - &)/2 - k) 
_ eif(lxl~-lYl~) _ 1 
= 
Rk iXim-i.dm 
lx-yJ”Iyl-“*dy. (3.1) 
In spherical polar coordinates, the latter integral becomes 
eif((r')m-rm) _ 1 
(r')m - rm 
lr’o’ - rwl” r kp’r-“2 Q(w) dr, (3.2) 
where S is the unit sphere in Rk, and .u is the measure of hypersurface on S. 
The integral in (3.2) is bounded by 
.a: 
const I -0 
e if(wY-rm) 
(r’)m - ,- l 
((r’)” + P) rkp’r-“* dr. 
If we assume r’ > 1, and integrate over (r’ - (r’)-D, r’ + (r’)-4), where 
/I = (m - (1 + .s))/2, the above integral is uniformly bounded. For 
r E (r’ + (r’)-‘, co) we have as a bound 
i 
00 r4 
const r-I’* dr < c(r’)-I’* for r’ > 1, 
rf+r-d (r’)m - rm 
and similarly for r E (0, r’ - re4). If r’ E [0, I], we break up the integral 
into r E [0, r’ + l] U [r’ + 1, co), and the estimates are straightforward. It is 
easily seen that the induction follows in a similar fashion for the operators 
Kn. 
The remainder of Section 2 follows in L2(Rk), for k > 1, as well, the only 
difference being that in Lemma 2.6 we obtain 
K,,(st, X,Y> = (t -k/m n- > t”K;,,(s, t ljrnX, t ““y> 
and, after a suitable change of variables in Rk, Proposition 2.7 follows. 
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